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Introduction 

This paper aims to contribute to our understanding of the stained glass program for the de-

stroyed Sainte-Chapelle at Bourges, one of the grandest and most mysterious of all French late-me-

dieval building projects (Fig. 1).  Erected as a royal chapel by the Valois prince Jean, Duc de Berry 1

at the end of the fourteenth century, it suffered a fateful history in which it was hit by lightning a 

century after its completion, gutted first by fire in July 1693, then a hurricane in February 1756, and 

finally demolished in 1758.  Only a tiny handful of decorative fragments that once adorned its walls 2

and windows, and of the more than 300 precious objects that filled its magnificent treasury have 

survived.  Stained glass accounted for a large proportion of the chapel’s decorative scheme, and a 3

group of large but fragmentary figurative panels have since 1757 been preserved in the lower 

church of Bourges Cathedral, hereafter referred to simply as the crypt, alongside a number of small-

er fragments that can be found both in the cathedral and in the musée du Berry nearby (Fig. 2).  It is 4

this aspect of the building and the material evidence it provides that will form the focus of this pa-

per. It will consider three main questions: whether the surviving glass allows for a fuller reconstruc-

 The most important studies to date are Stephen K. Scher, ‘Note sur les vitraux de la Sainte-Chapelle de 1

Bourges’, in Cahiers d’archéologie et d’histoire du Berry, no. 35, 1974, pp. 23-44; Fabienne Joubert, ‘Illu-
sionnisme monumental à la fin du XIVe siècle: les recherches d’André Beauneveu à Bourges et de Claus 
Sluter à Dijon’, in Pierre, lumière, couleur - Études d’histoire de l’art du Moyen Âge en l’honneur d’Anne 
Prache, (Paris, 1999), pp. 367-385; Clémence Raynaud in Chancel-Bardelot and Raynaud, La Sainte-
Chapelle de Bourges: une fondation disparue de Jean de France, duc de Berry, exh. cat., (Paris, 2004), pp. 
72-79; Susie Nash, André Beauneveu “No equal in any land” – Artist to the courts of France and Flanders, 
(London, 2007), pp. 154-177.

 For primary descriptions of the fire see Archives of the Départment du Cher, B 2413, and for the hurricane 2

see Archives of the Départment du Cher 8 G, 1562, 6 March 1756, published in Raynaud and Chancel-Bar-
delot 2004, pp. 53-59. 

 Of these, the most famous surviving object must be the Holy Thorn Reliquary now in the British Museum 3

(inv. WB.67); see John Cherry, The Holy Thorn Reliquary, London, 2010; for documents pertinent to the 
endowment of the treasury by Jean de Berry see Chancel-Bardelot and Raynaud 2004, p.32.

 Chancel-Bardelot and Raynaud, pp. 72-79. Of the surviving fragments, an irregularly shaped panel depict4 -
ing the Pentecost, now in the Musée du Berry, is discussed by others and will not feature in this paper since 
although it suggests that narrative elements may well have formed an important part of the window scheme, 
its significance within the wider programme cannot be securely deduced, and deserves more space than can 
be adequately devoted to it here; see ibid., p. 78.
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tion of its original appearance than has previously been considered; what the programme may have 

meant to a medieval viewer; and who might have been involved in its creation. In attempting to an-

swer these questions, it will first discuss the surviving glass and its appearance today. Following 

this, and drawing on a wider group of related objects and works of art, it will seek to offer new sug-

gestions for how the glass might have been organised in each of the chapel’s tall lancet windows. A 

small number of newly discovered fragments attributable to the programme and what they might 

tell us about the processes behind the design of the Sainte-Chapelle’s glass will form an important 

aspect of this discussion. Additionally, it will touch on closely related glazing schemes surviving 

elsewhere in France in order to reconsider the identities of the various parties who may have con-

tributed to its design and execution. It should be stated from the outset that much of what will be 

highlighted in this paper is necessarily conjectural, tentative and, it is hoped, provocative of re-

newed interest and research. 

The Sainte-Chapelle at Bourges: its construction and decoration 

The construction of the Sainte-Chapelle in Bourges started in 1392, when Jean de Berry is 

recorded to have laid its foundation stone; only five years later the same chapel is referred to in 

documents as ‘built’.  It was modelled on the precedent of the Sainte-Chapelle in Paris, a royal 5

chapel erected in 1240 by King Louis IX in order to house the Crown of Thorns which had been 

purchased at enormous expense from the Emperor of Constantinople in 1239.  Thanks to the 6

Parisian chapel’s miraculous survival, the fundamental importance of stained glass in defining the 

appearance of this remarkable building is clear even to a modern visitor. Light penetrates the entire 

space through the forty-six lancets that make up the upper chapel’s windows, each measuring 15.4 

metres high, and collectively containing over 750 square metres of glass. Yet it was also integral to 

the very function and meaning of the space; the immense and almost uninterrupted surfaces of the 

Parisian chapel’s windows allowed for an extensive programme of symbolic imagery that together 

proclaims the singular authority of the King and physically encircles the viewer. 

As with all Sainte-Chapelles following King Louis’ example, the Duc de Berry’s chapel in 

Bourges had to fulfil three criteria; to be a collegiate foundation, contain a Passion relic, and to fol-

 For the chronology of the chapel’s construction see Jean-Yves Ribault, ‘André Beauneveu et la Construc5 -
tion de la Sainte-Chapelle de Bourges. Précisions chronologiques’ in Actes des journées internationales 
Claus Sluter, Dijon, September 1990 (Dijon: Association Claus Sluter, 1992), pp. 239-247.

 On the chapel’s appearance and meaning see A. Jordan, Visualizing Kingship in the Windows of the Sainte-6

Chapelle, (Turnhout, 2002) p. 1; for the Passion relics see M. Cohen, ‘An Indulgence for the Visitor: The 
Public at the Sainte-Chapelle of Paris’, in Speculum, vol. 83, no. 4, (October 2008) pp. 840-883, p. 845.
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low the form of the Parisian model.  The last criterion is particularly crucial in relation to this paper, 7

since it necessitated a very sizeable quantity of stained glass. No documents survive detailing the 

chronology of their production, but it seems probable that its thirteen monumental windows were 

installed or at least well underway by around 1397 - after the main construction had been finished 

but before decoration is likely to have commenced properly on the interior, since the glass would 

have been necessary to waterproof and protect the building and its contents from weather. We know 

at least that they were in situ by 1408, since in that year a peintre-verrière named Berthaud was em-

ployed to repair some of the windows following a storm.  Sadly, few accounts survive that describe 8

or depict the chapel’s interior, and particularly its stained glass, before its destruction. However, the 

Florentine Ambassador Francesco di Neri Cecci commented during a visit in 1461 that the colours 

in its windows were so rich the sun could not pass through them,  while an eye-witness account 9

written by a canon called Gilbert Davié describes thirteen windows, each measuring over 12 metres 

high by 4.5 metres wide and divided into five lancets.  According to Davié, each window was or10 -

namented with a double tier of architecture incorporating figures ‘de differens sains’, with the arms 

of the duke supported by angels appearing below them on their ‘bases’, situated in the lowest regis-

ter of each lancet.  

The Sainte-Chapelle’s stained glass today 

It is from these thirteen monumental windows that the fragments discussed in this paper 

originate. The largest group - twenty panels, each roughly three metres in height - depict single fig-

ures standing within ornate architectural niches that open onto richly coloured backdrops (Fig. 2). 

These figures have been identified in recent scholarship as thirteen apostles (some of which may 

alternatively be evangelists), four prophets, two church fathers, and a sibyl.  In 1756 they were 11

 Susie Nash, Northern Renaissance Art, (Oxford, 2008), p. 258; see also Claudine Billot, Les Saintes-7

Chapelles royales et princières, Paris, 1998.

 Alfred de Champeaux and Paul Gauchery, Les travaux d’Art executes pour Jean de France, duc de Berry 8

(Paris, 1894), p. 115.

 Cited in Nash 2008, p. 258.9

 Cited in Chancel-Bardelot and Raynaud, 2004, p. 74. For the height of the windows see also Renate 10

Prochno, Die Kartause von Champmol. Grablege der burgundischen Herzöge 1364-1477, (Berlin,  2002), p. 
242, who follows Paul Gauchery ‘Le Palais du duc Jean et la Sainte-Chapelle de Bourges. Nouveaux docu-
ments sur leur état primitif, leur mutilation ou leur destruction’ in Mémoires de la Société des Antiquaires du 
Centre, Vol. 39, 1919-1920, (Bourges, 1921), p. 57, in describing them as being between 13 and 16.5 metres 
high.

 Scher, 1974, pp. 23-44, especially pp. 29-40; Joubert, 1999, pp. 367-385, p. 372; and most extensively in 11

Chancel-Bardelot and Raynaud, 2004, pp. 72-79.
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transferred to Bourges cathedral, along with a pair of long composite panels depicting architectural 

tracery in grisaille (Fig. 3), and were mounted in the windows of the crypt the following year. With 

the exception of their temporary removal for safekeeping as a result of WWII they have remained 

there ever since.  Another group of four panels, which most scholars agree must originate from the 12

Sainte-Chapelle’s windows since they depict pairs of kneeling angels holding the Duc de Berry’s 

coats of arms, were mounted at some point in the nineteenth century into the windows of the 

Chapelle du Sacré-Coeur (formerly the Chapelle d’Étampes), situated in the south aisle of the 

cathedral (Fig. 4). Alongside these, smaller fragments can be found dispersed among other windows 

in the cathedral and in the collection of the Musée du Berry nearby. Some of the smallest consist of 

coloured fragments depicting swans, bears, or intertwined letters; these were some of the duke’s 

personal imprese, which also pepper the borders of his illuminated manuscripts and several of the 

fragments surviving from his tomb.  Although their original placement within the Sainte-Chapelle 13

cannot be known from the evidence we have, their vivid colours and elaborate decoration would 

have visually complemented the coloured backgrounds of the panels containing standing figures. 

Yet a large number of these and other fragments have never been published or brought to wider at-

tention until now. They include a group of slender red and blue quarries decorated in some instances 

with identical damask patterns to those in the figurative panels, and in others with the duke’s imp-

rese. A large number of them have been mounted by restorers into two geometric compositions dec-

orating a window in the north aisle of the cathedral (Fig. 5a). While they have likely undergone al-

terations following their removal from the Sainte-Chapelle, their narrow formats suggest that they 

may originally have formed a part of the colourful backdrops visible through the slender openings 

in the fictive architectural settings of the tall figurative panels now in the crypt. Additionally, a 

group of diamond-shaped quarries depicting fleur de lys, which are of the same shape and size as 

those in the coats of arms held by kneeling angels, also survive, and have been mounted into a 

geometric arrangement in a window overlooking the entrance ramp to the crypt (Fig. 5b). However, 

other isolated fragments of the Sainte-Chapelle’s glass survive elsewhere in the cathedral, reused 

over time by well-meaning and resourceful restorers as stop-gaps and infills in other windows. For 

instance, a large and profusely decorated section of drapery, which once formed the lower body of 

one of the kneeling angels, has been turned on its side and used to repair the shoulder of a standing 

 Chancel-Bardelot and Raynaud 2004, p. 72 ff.; Nash, 2007, p. 154.12

 Bourges, musée du Berry, Inv. D. 1938.2.4 (pièce à décor de cygne); D. 1967.4.16 (autres pièces). See 13

Chancel-Bardelot and Raynaud 2004, pp. 194-5.
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saint depicted in the chapel of Simon Aligret (a programme that will be discussed further below), 

situated in the cathedral’s south aisle (Fig. 6).  

The appearance of the windows: alterations and reconstructions 

Along with a small quantity of other unpublished fragments held in the Musée du Berry , 14

all of this extant glass helps to verify canon Davié’s early eye-witness account to a pleasing extent. 

His assertion that the windows’ lowest registers were occupied by kneeling angels holding the arms 

of the duke is easily corroborated by the four relatively intact angel panels now mounted in the 

Chapelle du Sacré-Coeur. It has remained difficult, however, to convincingly reconstruct the transi-

tion between the angel panels and those with standing figures, which Davié indicates were original-

ly positioned above them in each lancet. This is further impeded by the nineteenth-century foliate 

pinnacles and tracery stop-gaps surmounting their large triangular pediments. Yet while these ele-

ments are clearly restorers’ confections, they may well have been made with recourse to original 

material. Evidence for this may be gleaned from the two grisaille panels currently mounted in the 

windows of the crypt (Fig. 3). Both are in fact composed of two separate panels sandwiched togeth-

er along a central join for display. Each of these four narrow panels consists of three sharply angled 

tracery arches decorating a shallow space with window openings let into the foreshortened returning 

walls on either side, and with foliated architraves running along their upper edges. Allowing for 

their missing sections, each one corresponds closely to the width of the angel panels in the Chapelle 

du Sacré-Coeur, and it seems more than just coincidence that four such panels survive - the same 

number as the angel panels. In two of the tracery panels, the central arch of three is punctuated from 

below by an upward sprouting pinnacle, picked out with silver stain. Although we must tread cau-

tiously due to the disturbed and restored nature of the panels, these central pinnacles seem integral 

to the scheme. And though their arrangement is unexplained when viewed in isolation, they corre-

spond exactly to the positions currently occupied by the nineteenth-century pinnacles surmounting 

the pediments in each of the angel panels. Further evidence to support aligning these two sets of 

panels together can be found in the shared treatment of their painted tracery designs. Unlike those 

of the tall figurative panels now in the crypt, which are manipulated so as to suggest perspectival 

foreshortening as if seen from below (see Fig. 2), those in the angel panels and in the four architec-

tural sections are instead painted with a head-on perspective (Fig. 4). Their corresponding treat-

ment, as well as their marked difference to the foreshortened perspective with which the taller pan-

 My thanks to Patrick Auger of the Musée du Berry in Bourges for his help in locating and photographing a 14

number of these fragments.
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els’ painted motifs are composed, suggests that they were intended to be seen in close proximity to 

one another. If this was indeed the case, when originally viewed within the context of the wider 

building they must have evoked a series of miniature side chapels extending outwards from the 

chapel's actual footprint and breaking up a single large structure into a plethora of smaller fictive 

spaces occupied by angels kneeling to hold Berry’s coats of arms. Such an effect would have per-

fectly imitated the form of the Sainte-Chapelle itself, since surviving visual accounts indicate that 

two, single-storey chapel spaces were built into its north and south walls near the apse, for use as 

private oratories by the duke and his second wife Jeanne de Boulogne (Fig. 1). Structures of exactly 

this type survive intact in the Duc de Berry’s other Sainte-Chapelle in Riom (Auvergne).  15

Following canon Davié’s account, each pair of angels decorated the ‘bases’ of the figurative 

windows now in the cathedral’s crypt. If so, the four surviving tracery sections that we have now 

brought back into the discussion would have been crucial in negotiating the transition from one lev-

el of figures to the next, since they offer a flat horizontal surface from which the structures above 

could spring, and their relatively solid masonry forms could conceivably constitute the ‘bases’ 

which Davié describes. Simultaneously however, the strong triangular accents of the tall gables in 

each of the surviving angel panels would also have allowed for a visual connection and a sense of 

movement up to the figures standing in aedicules above, and through equivalent details preserved in 

their own architectural settings to further levels of tracery above them, thus drawing the viewer’s 

eye upwards through a series of interlocked illusory spaces in each of the chapel’s lancets. The use 

of triangular gables in the negotiation of distinct structural levels in this way was common among 

late-fourteenth century architectural and sculptural design across a large region, but the same fea-

ture also recurs in a number of other works of art made for the Duc de Berry. One of these, the 

Limbourg brothers’ meticulous depiction of Berry’s almost totally destroyed chateau at Mehun-sur-

Yevre in the Très Riches Heures shows that a comparable arrangement informed the architecture of 

the chateau’s portal, and each of the elaborate spires surmounting its towers (Fig. 7). 

 “de double rang d’architecture…et d’un double rang de figures”. Reconstructing the 

windows’ fictive architecture and the place of its figurative decoration 

Turning now to the main compositional elements of the chapel’s windows, what canon 

Davié describes in his account as a double tier of architecture and a double row of figures, remains 

more difficult to interpret. There is general consensus in the surrounding scholarship that each 

 Clémence Raynaud, ‘Guy de Dampmartin et la genèse du gothique flamboyant en France’, in Cahiers 15

archéologiques, Paris, vol. 50 (2002), pp. 185-200, p. 193.
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lancet was filled with a tall architectural structure arranged over two levels. But there is not enough 

concrete evidence in the extant fragments for us to fully understand how each of these tiers con-

nected to the next, and all of the twenty surviving panels lack a large amount of their original archi-

tectural decoration (having been severely trimmed both in height and width). Problematising the 

issue further, the figures appear in two different types of architectural structure; the first consists of 

a four-sided niche designed on a square plan, while the second is a more complex, six-sided 

aedicule. The simplest reconstruction of their arrangement would incorporate similar tracery ele-

ments to those we have now proposed originally surmounted the angel panels at the juncture be-

tween each of the two tiers. Yet this does not explain how the four-sided and six-sided structures 

were arranged together, a prevailing problem in our understanding of the programme as a whole. 

Fabienne Joubert has suggested that the windows’ fictive structures may have been organised in a 

regular alternating arrangement across each bay,  while Susie Nash has more recently offered an 16

alternative reconstruction in which niches constructed on a six-sided plan were positioned on top of 

those with a four-sided plan.  Although both are attractive hypotheses, the latter is unlikely owing 17

to the fact that one of the four angel panels mounted in the Chapelle du Sacré-Coeur retains small 

sections of what appears to have been a three-sided threshold (Fig. 8). While this occurs in only one 

of these panels, it indicates that distinct polygonal structures were employed even at the lowest reg-

ister of the windows, and not merely in the uppermost tier. Joubert’s hypothesis seems more plausi-

ble, but we can perhaps glean helpful evidence in support of this - or an alternative arrangement - 

by looking again at the extant panels alongside other surviving window programmes of the same 

period. 

A number of private chapels were endowed in Bourges Cathedral during the fifteenth centu-

ry. The earliest of these were the chapel of Berry’s personal physician Simon Aligret (glazed around 

1412) in the south aisle of the cathedral, and the chapel of the canon and archdeacon of Bourges 

Pierre Trousseau (c.1404-1409), in the north aisle (Figs. 9-10). Both chapels contain a superb 

amount of their early fifteenth-century window schemes, and offer striking parallels to some of the 

architectural motifs preserved in the Sainte-Chapelle panels. As Brigitte Kurmann-Schwarz has 

highlighted, the general schema of the Sainte-Chapelle’s glass programme must have influenced 

windows made soon after for private chapels in the cathedral, and it is likely that the same work-

shop responsible for its vast scheme went on to fulfil other commissions in Bourges, including these 

 Joubert 1999, pp. 367-385.16

  Nash 2007, p. 155.17
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for Berry’s rich courtiers.  While the architectural motifs in all four of the Trousseau chapel win18 -

dows are designed on a six-sided plan (a scheme that reappears also in the windows of the Vendôme 

Chapel at Chartres Cathedral for instance), in the Aligret chapel, two square-sided structures appear 

between single, six-sided niches. The latter formula was widespread during the period. For exam-

ple, we see it again in a window made for Charles VI in around 1390 and installed in Évreux 

Cathedral (Fig. 11). At the Sainte-Chapelle in Riom, and again in the great west window at Bourges 

Cathedral (both of which it should be noted are later fifteenth-century projects), multiple tiers of 

figures stand in alternating pairs of the same structure.  

Since the juxtaposition of multiple kinds of structure in single window schemes was a dom-

inant convention around the turn of the fifteenth century, an alternating arrangement similar to one 

of these schemes would certainly seem feasible in the Saint-Chapelle windows. Visual and literary 

records of the chapel tend to agree that there were five lancets to each window bay, a number that 

would have allowed for an alternating arrangement of the type proposed by Joubert, or alternatively 

for a central structure of one design framed by pairs of different structures on either side. However, 

details preserved in the panels themselves might problematise this otherwise straightforward recon-

struction. What has not been fully considered in the surrounding literature is the fact that different 

motifs seem to be employed in distinct parts of the architecture. Primary amongst these are the 

pointed and rounded quatrefoils adorning the balustrades and string courses visible above and be-

low the figures (Fig. 12). Those with rounded forms are found on the thresholds of all of the square-

sided niches, but nowhere else. By contrast, those with pointed forms can be found on the coursing 

that runs above the triangular gables in the square niches, and below the feet of the figures in the 

six-sided structures, as well as in the slender traceries far above their heads. Was this a trick on the 

part of the windows’ designer to create visual variety within each window? Or might it instead be 

an attempt to differentiate and identify different levels of architecture using distinct motifs? Such a 

scheme can be found in both the Aligret and Trousseau windows; in each case a string course of 

rounded quatrefoils runs across all four lancets, uniting the decoration of the lower pediments on 

which each of the figures stand or kneel and differentiating them from the more sharply cusped 

traceries above their heads. A similar arrangement can also be found on the fictive architecture of 

 Brigitte Kurmann-Schwarz, ‘Les vitraux des XIVe et XVe siècles’, in Armand Maillard ed., Bourges; la 18

grâce d’une cathédrale, (Strasbourg, 2017), pp. 264-274, p. 265 ff; Kurmann-Schwarz,  
‘Le vitrail de Simon Aligret de la cathedrale de Bourges et les artistes au service de Jean de Berry’, in En 
Berry, du Moyen Âge à la Renaissance: pages d'Histoire et d'Histoire de l'Art offertes à Jean-Yves Ribault, 
Cahiers d'Archéologie et d'Histoire du Berry, (November 1996), pp. 213-219; Kurmann-Schwarz, Franzosis-
che Glasmalereien um 1450: ein Atelier in Bourges und Riom, (Bern, 1988).
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the Nine Heroes tapestries now at the Cloisters, New York, a commission that has long been dis-

cussed in relation to the Sainte-Chapelle windows.  The same idea can also be found on a number 19

of buildings constructed around the same time as the Sainte-Chapelle, and which draw in sophisti-

cated ways on the decorative language of friezes, mouldings, and banded, horizontal motifs. To take 

the example of Berry’s other Sainte-Chapelle at Riom, a single ornate balustrade encircles the entire 

roofline and perfectly embodies the potential of discrete horizontal bands of a single motif in the 

formal and visual unification of a structure otherwise governed by perpendicularity.  

Given that motifs are purposefully employed and divided in this way on roughly contempo-

rary structures (as well as in other art forms imitating architecture), would it not be logical for a 

similarly discerning approach to have been taken to the design and layout of the Sainte-Chapelle 

windows? If so, it would have a profound effect on our reconstruction of the glass’s original ap-

pearance. To this end, it might be valuable to entertain the - albeit unusual and unprecedented - no-

tion that each tier of figures might not have been arranged vertically, one above another, but instead 

in an undulating arrangement alternating across the five lancets in each bay. Any such reconstruc-

tion would have to account for how the angles of the mouldings on each of the six-sided niches 

were reconciled to their square-sided counterparts, and for a large amount of missing architectural 

decoration cut off by later interventions. It would also have to negotiate the windows’ stone mason-

ry and the evidence of their original ironwork saddle bars.  Nevertheless, the considered perspecti20 -

val foreshortening developed across the grisaille tracery of each of the panels with standing figures 

is of a remarkably consistent character, and may well support the notion that they were intended to 

be presented in a close horizontal arrangement rather than directly on top of one another. With this 

in mind, a reconstruction in which the most complex architectural settings are set at a slightly high-

er level than their four-sided counterparts, and the two connected along the strong diagonal accents 

forcefully established in the six-sided architectural niches, does not seem entirely unreasonable 

(Fig. 13). In fact, a similar compositional formula was even used to create the elaborate wooden 

dais surmounting a wooden sedilia or banc d’oeuvre, carved for use by celebrants officiating mass-

es in the Bourges Sainte-Chapelle in the same period that our glass was being completed, and now 

preserved in the small parish church of Morogues (Fig. 14). This object is particularly important for 

several reasons: it provides a rare glimpse of the chapel’s interior decoration, otherwise almost 

 Adolfo Cavallo, Medieval Tapestries in The Metropolitan Museum of Art, (New York, 1993), pp. 94-124.19

 I am grateful to Dr Brigitte Kurmann-Schwarz for raising this issue and for discussing the structural ar20 -
rangement of the windows with me.
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completely destroyed; it incorporates a comparable lexicon of decorative motifs to those in our 

glass; and its slim pinnacles rise to around 5 metres in height, thus approaching the scale and format 

of the windows’ fictive grisaille structures. 

Of course, the height of the chapel’s windows would have allowed for, or even necessitated, 

further figures standing in the spaces above and below each of the panels included in this recon-

struction. But even if that was not the case, such an arrangement would arguably still conform well 

to what canon Davié described as a double tier of architecture and a double tier of figures, since 

they are clearly split over two levels. The final section of canon Davié’s account is particularly 

striking in this respect; ‘with a double row of figures of different saints … whose bases are adorned 

with the arms of the duke supported by angels’. If Davié was describing figurative niches arranged 

over two tiers then would this wording not imply that angels bearing the duke’s arms also appeared 

on two levels, beneath each standing figure on what he describes as their ‘bases’? Most scholars 

agree that this is not likely to have been the case, and the alternative arrangement tentatively pro-

posed here would negotiate the canon’s wording well, since it allows for the angels to be positioned 

in the lowest register of the windows and yet still technically decorate the bases of every figure de-

picted above. 

Although such a hypothesis must remain conjectural for want of more concrete evidence, 

and because it would diverge dramatically from other surviving window programmes of the same 

period (such as the Aligret and Trousseau schemes), we must bear in mind that the Sainte-Chapelle 

was by no means an average or quotidian project. As Joubert has observed, what we know of its 

glass was clearly designed with ingenuity, inventiveness, and a novel approach to the relationship 

between figure and architecture that goes well beyond other schemes of the age.  Indeed, the struc21 -

tures visible in the panels themselves differ in key ways from other extant programmes from the 

period, and the figures depicted within them occupy an unusually small part of the larger scheme - a 

fact that remains startlingly visible despite their damaged and much-reduced state. Rather than plac-

ing a series figures within small fictive spaces, the Sainte-Chapelle panels employ slender uninter-

rupted edifices that we can easily imagine stretching for several metres above the figures’ heads. If 

this was indeed the case, evidence for how such structures could have looked might be found in 

other quasi-architectural objects such as the banc d’oeuvre in Morogues, along with contemporary 

tabernacles and carved altarpieces of the type surviving in the Museum Mayer van den Bergh in 

 Joubert 1999, pp. 367-384, p. 372.21
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Antwerp (Fig. 15); similar structures are also reproduced in a number of early Netherlandish paint-

ings, further attesting to the popularity of their format.   22

Regardless of the precise manner in which they were arranged, the illusory perspective, lu-

minous grisaille stonework, and soaring height of the windows’ fictive structures must have resem-

bled microcosmic extensions of the wider chapel, anchoring the depicted figures into its spatial con-

text through their delicate stylistic echoing of the vaulting, tracery, and perpendicular supports of 

the building itself, while conversely playing with preconceived notions of the concrete and the illu-

sory; dissolving the walls of the chapel in glass and simultaneously recreating, expanding, and 

pushing them beyond the limits of what would have been possible in actual stone. To take this ar-

gument a step further, the visual repetition of dozens of figures across the chapels’ many lancets 

must have evoked an apostolic and prophetic community physically encircling the medieval viewer. 

As has been discussed in relation to other window programmes, these figures may have been in-

tended to act as models for the chapel’s community of canons, in the same way that the sculpted 

mourners encircling the Duc de Berry’s tomb (which occupied a central position in the chapel’s 

choir) encouraged and solicited the same audience to pray regularly for his salvation.  Drawing 23

together real-time liturgical performance with the material props and decoration of the building it-

self was an integral aspect of the Sainte-Chapelle’s function and design, and it does not seem mere 

coincidence that those celebrants officiating masses performed within the Sainte-Chapelle on behalf 

of the duke would have sat under the banc d’oeuvre - a structure that is as we have seen remarkably 

similar to those surmounting the standing figures in the surrounding windows. 

New fragments, new questions 

Staying with the reconstruction of the glass’s architectural scheme, I would like to briefly 

look at three apparently minor but intriguing fragments associated with the Sainte-Chapelle that 

have recently come to light. In 2009 a large quantity of stained glass fragments were sold at auction 

 See for example that depicted at the centre of the Exhumation of Saint Hubert at the National Gallery, 22

London; Lorne Campbell, National Gallery Catalogues: The Fifteenth Century Netherlandish Paintings, 
(London, 1998), pp. 415-416.

 Bruno Boerner, Par caritas par meritum. Studien zur Theologie des gotischen Weltgerichtportals in 23

Frankreich - am Beispiel des mittleren Westingangs von Notre-Dame in Paris’, (Fribourg, 1998), pp. 
210-221; Brigitte Kurmann-Schwarz, ‘Les vitraux de la fin du Moyen Âge des chapelles latérales de la 
cathédrale de Bourges’, in Irène Jourd’heuil, Sylvie Marchant and Marie-Hélène Priet eds, Cathédrale de 
Bourges, (Tours, 2017), pp. 423-438, p. 434; on the tomb and its relationship to its intended audience see 
Matthew Reeves, ‘“Nostre sépulture et derrenière maison”: A Reconsideration of the Tomb of Jean de Berry 
for the Sainte-Chapelle at Bourges, its Inception, Revision and Reconstruction’, in Ann Adams and Jessica 
Barkers eds, Revisiting the Monument: Fifty Years Since Panofsky’s Tomb Sculpture, Courtauld Books Online 
(London, 2016), pp. 201-225, p. 213.
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in Chartres. They comprised the stock of the long-deceased peintre-verrier Michel Acézat. Nestling 

among them were three broken quarries labelled as ‘French, 15th century, architecture’, all sharing 

a number of important features (Fig. 16). In each, shading was applied sensitively and precisely, 

stippled evenly over the surface and scratched through in the sgraffito technique to create high-

lights. Dark, thin outlines are brushed both freehand and with a straight-edge, delineating the cor-

ners and edges of stonework. One of the fragments consists of a series of trefoils and quatrefoils 

jostling in space, with the trace of an arch motif at its lower edge. Corresponding exactly to the de-

tails in the pediments of the four angel panels, it almost certainly comes from one of their destroyed 

counterparts. Moreover, its close technical association with the other quarries would perhaps sug-

gest that they too share its provenance. Indeed, the five-lobed form on another of the fragments can 

also be found in one of the architectural grisaille panels in the cathedral’s crypt. Most intriguing 

however, is the little fragment painted with a gargoyle, crouching on its two hind-legs against a ver-

tical architectural structure. It is extraordinarily detailed, with crisp little highlights scratched into 

the scales that run down the length of its back, and with back-painting on the reverse of the glass 

adding depth to its shading. Its type can be found littering the marginal images of a large number of 

fourteenth-century manuscripts, but compares particularly closely with the fastidious grisaille pen-

work marginalia employed by Jean Pucelle in the Hours of Jeanne d’Évreux (Metropolitan Museum 

of Art, New York, Inv. 54.1.2), a manuscript recorded in Jean de Berry’s inventory of 1401, and 

possibly already in his possession well before this date (Fig. 17).  This is an isolated fragment, and 24

no other gargoyle beasts can be found amongst the surviving panels in Bourges with which to se-

curely compare it. But this is not surprising since all of the windows’ architectural structures have 

been severely trimmed in exactly those areas one would expect to find gargoyles of this type. 

Moreover, both the tonal language and technical approach of this quarry offer direct parallels to the 

Bourges glass. If we can, indeed, attribute this little fragment to the scheme of the Sainte-Chapelle’s 

windows, which is not a certainty but would seem plausible in terms of its shared approach to out-

lines and shading effects, then it offers us several important insights. Firstly, it would help confirm 

that there was a far greater architectural scheme than the one surviving today, populated with mar-

ginal details. Secondly, it would shed light on the genesis, inception, and creative processes in-

volved in the programme’s design, about which we otherwise know lamentably little. As has been 

noted by Susie Nash, artists including André Beauneveu drew motifs from a number of illuminated 

 Jean Guiffrey, Inventaires de Jean duc de Berry (1401-1416), vol. I, (Paris, 1894), no. 850, p. 223.24
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manuscripts in the duke’s collection, and it is tantalising to imagine the designer of our glass look-

ing to Berry’s other artworks and manuscripts for inspiration. 

The question of authorship  

Any consideration of the processes involved in the design of the Sainte-Chapelle’s windows 

must also turn to the question of their authorship, a subject that remains to be fully explored in the 

surrounding scholarship. Since the nineteenth century, most art historians have agreed that André 

Beauneveu, employed by the Duc de Berry from 1386 onwards as his ymagier and maître des 

œuvres de taille et de poincture at Bourges and Mehun-sur-Yevre, was responsible for designing the 

Sainte-Chapelle’s window programme.  The likely chronology of their execution places them with25 -

in the period of his active tenure, which ceased upon his death between 1400 and 1402.  Moreover, 26

the stylistic relationship between the windows’ many figures and what else survives of Beauneveu’s 

figurative works is extremely compelling, and seeing this artist’s hand in their design seems entirely 

sensible considering his privileged and commanding role at Berry’s court. Yet we have little know-

ledge of Beauneveu’s work at the level of architectural decoration. As Nash has underscored in her 

recent analysis of Beauneveu’s involvement in illuminating the famous Psalter of Jean de Berry 

(Bibliothèque nationale, Paris, Ms fr. 13091), the artist seems to have focused his efforts on depict-

ing figures, leaving much of the execution (and possibly also the design) of architectural elements 

to other painters.  Given the complexity and sophistication of the architecture in the Bourges glass, 27

which as we have seen was far more ambitious than other glazing schemes surviving from the peri-

od, and which appears to have been meticulously designed using a straight edge and compass (the 

key tools of the architect’s profession), would a degree of consultation with an architect not have 

been desirable in its inception? While the subject of artistic collaboration in the Sainte-Chapelle’s 

glass demands more research, it is worth highlighting that two architects, the brothers Guy and 

Dreux de Dammartin, both held privileged positions at Berry’s court in the key years around the 

chapel's construction, and at least one took a lead role in its design. Guy had been appointed maître 

général des oeuvres while working on the renovation of Berry’s chateau in Poitiers, retaining this 

position for three decades until his death in around 1397.  Beauneveu is even known to have 28

 For the most recent analysis of the attribution of the glass to Beauneveu see Nash 2007, p. 176.25

 See ‘Digest of Documents’ in Nash 2007, nos. 34-35.26

 Ibid., pp. 107-143.27

 Olivier Guyotjeannin and Philippe Plagnieux, ‘Documents comptables et histoire de la construction, Guy 28

de Dammartin et la cheminée de la grande salle de Poitiers’, in Bulletin Monumental,vol. 164-4 (2006), pp. 
377-382; Raynaud 2002, pp. 185-200, especially pp. 187-8.
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lodged in a house owned by Guy Dammartin in Bourges in 1388.  During his tenure, Guy enlarged 29

Berry’s residence at Poitiers, built the ducal palace at Bourges, the famous chateau at Mehun-sur-

Yevre and the Sainte-Chapelle at Riom, and worked on a number of other projects including a new 

west window, the so-called Grand Housteau, for Bourges cathedral. Drawing freely on concepts es-

tablished in earlier Rayonnant architecture, he enlivened his buildings with jostling and playful ar-

rangements of architectural motifs including bowed trefoils, cusped quatrefoils and drooping 

mouchettes suspended within larger, net-like compositions of stone - all of these motifs appear in 

the architectural elements of the Bourges glass (Fig. 18). His brother Dreux also played a key role 

in the Duc de Berry's building works, and Clémence Raynaud has recently proposed that he, and not 

Guy, may have acted as the Bourges Sainte-Chapelle’s architect.  While it is not possible to delve 30

further into the subject of stylistic approach and the division of labour between the two architects 

here, is it not likely that one of the Dammartin brothers was involved in some capacity in the design 

of a window scheme in which fictive architecture is given such a privileged role? Emblematic of 

this architecture’s ambitious and experimental nature is the fact that its production seems to have 

imposed a number of logistical issues that demanded careful negotiation on the part of its painters. 

This is especially evident in areas where a large expanse of a single colour was required. In Fig. 19 

we can see two very different approaches to the same problem, which recur in several of the panels. 

Where one plan of action was to carefully mould the lead around the outlines of the tracery, the oth-

er bisects the structure vertically through its centre line, which would have been a quicker and sim-

pler process. It suggests the involvement of a designer whose startling vision for the windows’ ar-

chitectural compositions surpassed what could safely be achieved in single sheets of glass when en-

larged to such an impressive scale. But it also suggests that elements of the project were worked out 

as it progressed by a large workforce, from plans that evidently prioritised ambitious architectural 

ornament over the technical and practical considerations of the glass makers. This gives us valuable 

insights into what I believe we should be considering as a three-sided collaboration; between an ar-

chitect (Guy or Dreux de Dammartin?), a figural artist (André Beauneveu), and a workshop of pro-

fessional glaziers responsible for fulfilling a vast commission in a relatively short amount of time. 

Sadly, history has snatched from our grasp the names of those glass painters involved in the 

execution of this monumental project. As Nash has noted, Beauneveu is unlikely to have painted 

any of the glass himself, since it was a highly specialised profession that he does not appear to have 

 See ‘Digest of Documents’ in Nash 2007, no. 30. 29

 Raynaud 2002, pp. 185-200.30
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trained in.  However, between 1365 and 1401 Berry’s accounts record payments to a ‘verrier ordi31 -

naire du duc’ named Berthaud Tarin, who seems to have taken a lead role in this work at teh duke's 

court.  Tarin had previously worked closely with Guy de Dammartin on construction work at 32

Charles V’s Louvre palace in Paris before travelling to Bourges, and it would seem reasonable to 

imagine the same collaboration continuing under the duke’s patronage.  Whether or not Berry’s 33

glazier indeed led the execution of the Sainte-Chapelle’s windows, it is highly likely that they were 

executed by a Parisian workshop used to the patronage of the monarchy’s highest echelons. Aside 

from the high quality of the glass, one piece of evidence for this is the apparent reuse of patterns 

utilised for a series of windows commissioned by Charles VI, his cousin Pierre de Navarre, and la 

reine Blanche, widow of Philippe VI, and donated to Évreux Cathedral in 1390 (Fig. 11).  While a 34

stylistic link between the windows at Bourges and Evreux and their likely execution by a Parisian atelier has 
long been recognised, the surrounding literature has remained silent on the fact that both schemes employ 
almost identical patterns for the design of their coloured damascene backgrounds, a connection that further 

strengthens the notion they were executed by a single workshop (Fig. 20).  Such reuse would also sug35 -

gest that designs created under the authorship of Beauneveu and his collaborators could be aug-

mented where necessary from the glass painters’ pattern books, allowing us a glimpse of some of 

the more practical issues surrounding the commission’s execution. 

To conclude, the history of loss, alteration, and restoration sustained by the windows of the 

Bourges Sainte-Chapelle have fatally obscured our understanding of their original meaning, the 

ways in which they stimulated the minds of the medieval viewer, and how they visually and con-

ceptually interacted with the rest of its rich decorative programme. Any reconstruction must, for 

these reasons, remain tentative. Nevertheless, by looking again at some of the material evidence that 

survives, I hope to have shown in this paper that the stained glass of the Bourges Sainte-Chapelle 

intricately - and uniquely - overlaps the realms of painting, architecture and glass-making in a sin-

 Ibid., p. 176.31

 Ibid., p. 146.32

 Kurmann-Schwarz 2017, p. 266.33

 Marcel Baudot, René Dubuc and Louis Grodecki, "Les vitraux de la cathédrale d’Évreux,” in Bulletin mo34 -
numental, vol. 126, no. 1 (1968), pp. 55-73; Jean-Bernard de Vaivre, ‘Les vitraux de la maison de Navarre à 
la cathédrale d’Évreux’, Congrès archéologique de l'Evrecin, (Lieuvin; Pays d’Ouche, 1984), pp. 314-340; 
Françoise Gatouillat in Elisabeth Taburet-Delahaye and François Avril eds, Paris 1400: Les arts sous 
Charles VI, exh. cat., (Paris, musée du Louvre, 2004), no. 48, p. 117.

 Louis Grodecki, Vitraux de France du XIe au XVIe siècle, 1953, pp. 74-5, 77; Jean Lafond, Le Vitrail 35

Français, Paris, 1958, p. 185-6; Martine Callias-Bey et al, Les vitraux de Haute-Normandie, Corpus Vitrear-
um: France Recensement VI, (Paris, 2001),  pp. 26-27
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gle, highly sophisticated commission. In a context of convention and tradition, it represents one of 

the most important, ambitious and experimental glazing programmes of the period, and evidently 

has a lot more to reveal about the artistic activity of the Duc de Berry’s court in a crucial time-peri-

od of royal patronage, and about the working relationships of the artists and artisans with whom the 

duke surrounded himself. 
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Images 
 

Fig. 1 
Etienne Martellange (1569-1641) 
View of the Sainte-Chapelle and the Palais ducal, Bourges, from the south 
c. 1615  
28.2 x 41.3 cm 
Bibliothèque nationale de France, département Estampes et photographie, RESERVE UB-9-BOITE 
FT 4 
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Fig. 2  
Two Apostles, from the windows of the Sainte-Chapelle, Bourges 
c. 1395 
stained glass, c. 300 x 100 cm 
Bourges Cathedral crypt 
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Fig. 3 
Composite tracery panel, from the windows of the Sainte-Chapelle, Bourges 
c. 1395 
Bourges Cathedral crypt 
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Fig. 4 
Four panels with kneeling angels holding Berry’s arms, from the windows of the Sainte-Chapelle, 
Bourges 
c. 1395 
Bourges Cathedral, Chapelle du Sacré-Coeur 
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Fig. 5a  
Composite leaded windows reusing damascene fragments from the Bourges Sainte-Chapelle 
Bourges Cathedral, north aisle 
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Fig. 5b  
Composite leaded windows reusing fleur-de-lis fragments from the Bourges Sainte-Chapelle 
Bourges Cathedral, entrance to the crypt 
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Fig. 6  
The draperies of a kneeling angel, from the windows of the Bourges Sainte-Chapelle, reused as a 
stop-gap in the window of Jean Aligret - here outlined in white. 
Bourges Cathedral, Aligret Chapel 
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Fig. 7 
The Très Riches Heures, detail of the miniature depicting Berry’s chateau at Mehun-sur-Yèvre 
c. 1412-1416, with later additions 
Chantilly, musée Condé, MS 65, fol. 161v 
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Fig. 8 
Panel of kneeling angels designed with a three-sided threshold  
Bourges Cathedral, Chapelle du Sacré-Coeur 
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Fig. 9 
Chapel of Simon Aligret 
c. 1412 
Bourges Cathedral, south aisle 
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Fig. 10 
Chapel of Pierre Trousseau 
c. 1404-1409 
Bourges Cathedral, north aisle 
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Fig. 11 
Charles VI praying to the Virgin and Child 
c. 1388-1390 
Évreux Cathedral, choir 
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Fig. 12 
Use of pointed and rounded quatrefoils in the windows from the Bourges Sainte-Chapelle 
Bourges Cathedral crypt 
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Fig. 13 
Alternative reconstruction of a five lancet bay in the Sainte-Chapelle windows, with figures 
arranged on an undulating plan 
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Fig. 14 
Banc d’oeuvre, made for the Bourges Sainte-Chapelle 
c. 1400 
Morogues (Cher), Parish church 
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Fig. 15 
Altarpiece with scenes from Christ’s infancy 
c. 1390-95 
Oil and gilding on oak 
137 x 47.5 x 12 cm 
Antwerp, Museum Mayer van den Bergh, inv. 2 
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Fig. 16 
Glass fragments, here attributed to the Sainte-Chapelle, Bourges 
c. 1395 
Private collection 
A (quatrefoil/trefoil pattern): 15.5 x 12.2 cm (h x w) 
B (five-lobed pattern in pediment): 19.7 x 12.5 cm (h x w) 
C (gargoyle): 9 x 9.5 cm (h x w) 
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Fig. 17 
Jean Pucelle 
The Hours of Jeanne d’Évreux, detail of a crouching gargoyle 
c.1324-8 
New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, Cloisters Collection, inv. 54.1.2, folio 103r 
© The Metropolitan Museum of Art. Image source: Art Resource, NY 
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Fig. 18  
Guy de Dammartin 
Ducal palace, Poitiers, grande salle, south wall 
After 1382 
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Fig. 19  
Varying approaches to the negotiation of lead-lines in the architectural decoration of two panels 
from the Bourges Sainte-Chapelle, now in Bourges Cathedral crypt 
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Fig. 20  
Details of the Charles VI window, Évreux Cathedral, and one of the Sainte-Chapelle panels in 
Bourges Cathedral crypt, showing the reuse of closely-related damask motifs (adjusted scale)
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